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The significance of private equity as a form of financing and investing has led to growing interest in the
real estate economy over the past few years. Anglo-American investors in particular are currently en-
gaged in large-scale real estate transactions and have now become the most important group of investors
in the European hotel real estate market. However, for private equity funds, the high risk of investing in
complex tourism and specialized real estate such as hotels is always coupled with an expectation of re-
turns well above the market average. Yet actually achieving above market returns is not always accom-
plished. This paper therefore deals with the question of why some real estate private equity investors
succeed in getting returns above the total market average even in the overall bear Western European
market environment while others fail to do so. It shows that one formula for success includes deliberate-
ly exploiting market imperfections und overcoming inefficient information policies.
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Real estate private equity funds are investing
like never before in the European hotel real
estate market. The hotel sector has contin-
ued with the strongest growth achieved in
the Western European countries. In absolute
terms during the first nine months of 2006,
European hotel real estate transactions to-
talled some 15.5 billion Euros, significantly
exceeding 2005’s year-to-date September lev-
el. Similar to 2005, purchasing activity was

dominated by private equity investors ac-
counting for 43% of total transactional ac-
tivity year-to-date September 2006 (Jones
Lang LaSalle Hotels 2006, p. 2). Hence, one
can assume that international private equity
funds, as competitive and growth-oriented
hotel investors, will persist the trend depict-
ed in figure 1 and will continue to increase
their activities in the European hotel invest-
ment market in the near future.

Figure 1: Hotel investment volume in Europe 2002–2006 (Euro Million)

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels 2006, p. 2.
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At the same time the local hotel land-
scape, as the mainstay of tourism, is experi-
encing predatory competition and a con-
centration process to an extent never seen
before. Accordingly, the traditional hotel
investor groups, primarily international
hotel chains and open-ended real estate
funds, are becoming increasingly re-
strained. On the other hand, private equity
groups – especially in the Western Euro-
pean hotel business which is subject to
competitive pressure and which has histor-
ically almost always lacked equity and debt
capital – see extensive opportunities to act
anti-cyclically and to invest in a property
class that they are familiar with in terms of
their home markets (Jones Lang LaSalle
Hotels 2004, p. 20).

In this context the principle objective of
private equity hotel investors is the identi-
fication and acquisition of under perform-
ing hotel properties or portfolios with the
goal of turning them into more profitable
assets. During an envisaged holding period
of 5 to 8 years maximum, private equity
funds implement value added measures
and investments that increase the cash flow
of the acquired hotels. As a general rule
these measures include:
■ Investments in fixtures, furniture &

equipment (redevelopment),
■ Transfer of hotel operation to an interna-

tional hotel company via a management
contract (professional management),

■ Integration into an international sales
and marketing network provided by the
contracted hotel company (branding),

■ Integration into an efficient internation-
al reservation system provided by the
contracted hotel company (performance
management),

■ Active hotel asset management (financial
controlling).

The investment exit is most likely to
take place as a sale of the redeveloped hotels
as a single asset or a portfolio transaction
to other international investors, who are
seeking mature and stable, yet attractive
hotel cash flows.

But since the high investment risk on
the part of international private equity in-
vestors is always associated with the expec-
tation of above-average returns (risk-yield
structure), the high internal rate of return
(IRR) of this relatively new class from main-
ly Anglo-American market players is al-
ready being described as immoral in some
continental European countries. However,

this paper does not aim to comment on the
merits of such socio-political discussions.
Rather, with solid scientific facts it will deal
with the theoretical issue of why some ho-
tel real estate private equity investors are
able to achieve IRRs of 20% p.a. and more
from hotel investments, while others fail.
Thus the US based private equity fund
Blackstone bought the London Savoy Ho-
tel Group in 1998 for 520 million pounds
and sold it for 750 million pounds after a
holding period of six years, while the US in-
vestor Lone Star even until today is not suc-
cessful in selling his 17 hotels purchased at
the beginning of the decade, located in Ger-
many and Switzerland. 

To answer this central issue, this paper
is based on various methodological ap-
proaches. In a first step the conceptual and
theoretical framework will be produced on
a foundation extended by real estate eco-
nomics as a functional portion of general
management (Crommen 2001, p. 4). Fur-
thermore, the second section gives an
overview of the recent literature and docu-
ments on hotel real estate private equity in-
vestment. After the review and evaluation
of the available literature this part also en-
compasses the contextual and real estate re-
lated delineation of the term private equity. 

The focus of the paper is the third sec-
tion that deals with one of the main actual
value driver. On the basis of agency-theo-
retical considerations, the thesis will be de-
duced that successful private equity funds
achieve high hotel investment returns by
overcoming inefficient information poli-
cies and specifically by deliberately exploit-
ing market imperfections. Based on a prac-
tical illustrative case study, it will be
demonstrated that this is mainly achieved
by working together with local operative
partners and related incentive-compatible
participation models as well. The paper
concludes with a summary of the results
and implications for tourism scientific re-
search and practice.

2 Real estate economics as a
conceptual and theoretical frame-
work

The rapid increase in real estate invest-
ments by internationally operating private
equity funds has lead to the interest in in-
stitutions and activities that are fundamen-
tally attributed to the real estate sector
shifting to the entire spectrum of econom-

ic and socio-political discussions. However,
an intensification of the scientific interest
in the subject of hotel real estate private eq-
uity investments does correlate with the re-
cent increased public importance. This ap-
plies to both: international general man-
agement and tourism literature. 

It can thus be stated that the practical
hotel business is currently reacting consid-
erably faster to the identified environmental
developments than tourism scientific re-
search. It could be said regarding the entire
real estate private equity field that theory
based models and defining approaches are
lagging considerably behind. Proof of this
deficit is evidenced first and foremost in the
fundamental lack of papers and documents
regarding hotel real estate related subjects
and issues even in relevant compendiums,
guides and text books. Publications in scien-
tific journals are likewise scares. Articles
that deal with the subject of real estate pri-
vate equity only can be found in the daily or
specialized press. As a general rule they often
refer to the success of investments in under-
valued real estate (discount deal), situations
where a relatively large percentage of debt
capital is used for real estate financing to
utilize the leverage effect during sale or in-
creasing the efficiency of real estate admin-
istration (Rottke/Holzmann 2003, Rot-
tke/Holzmann 2004, Haacke 2005). 

2.1 Term and particularities of
real estate private equity and
hotel real estate

Even the general term private equity and the
specific term real estate private equity have
thus far been interpreted quite differently
and sometimes confusingly in literature
across disciplines (Nathusius 2001, p. 55).
This fundamental issue of differentiation
as well is largely founded in the fact that the
term being defined is not the result of a the-
oretical construct but stems from a necessi-
ty in the practical real estate business.

Accordingly, the term private equity is
used in many different ways in internation-
al scientific literature. Especially confusing
is the multitude of terms and various defi-
nitions used in the USA and Europe
(Fenn/Liang/Prowse 1995, p.2; Kraft 2001,
p. 31, Nathusius 2001, p. 53f.). The private
equity concepts described in the cited liter-
ature are not specifically targeted to real es-
tate or real estate companies. Based on the
historic chronology, the real estate field ap-
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pears to have simply adopted the structures
of the private equity company concept. But
the taking up of such structures is not ac-
complished without further adaptation
since depending on the investment object –
a company on one side or a real estate prop-
erty on the other – large structural differ-
ences exist. 

As follows, the term private equity is de-
fined in a way that encompasses the partic-
ularities of the real estate asset classes: Real
estate private equity is a type of financing in
which external investors provide capital re-
sources for short to medium-term invest-
ments in all typological and geographical
real estate markets via generally unregulat-
ed fund solutions, usually with a high pro-
portion of debt capital. If required, active
asset management support is provided. In-
vestment categories can be established and
development properties or real estate port-
folios, non-performing real estate loans
and real estate companies. To realize the
above-average high return on equity, which
is calculated on the basis of the internal re-
turn on net worth, it is clear right from the
outset that the real estate must be sold.1

Traditional investment categories in
the real estate sector are commercial, resi-
dential, industrial and specialized real es-
tate. Office and retail properties are cov-
ered by commercial real estate, while spe-
cialized real estate also includes hotels. As
opposed to most other real estate cate-
gories, hotels investments have some very
special features and are thus much more
complex. Hotels are handed over as turnkey
projects, have a pre-opening phase and gen-
erally achieve stable results only after a
start-up period of two to four years. 

Apart from the real estate aspect of a
hotel there is always also a management as-
pect (Elze 1995, p. 14). Consequently, the
value of the property is very dependent on
the skills of the hotel operator. In this
point, hotels also differ from commercial,
residential and industrial real estate where
the value results solely from the amount of
rent that can be charged. The cash flows re-
sulting from this are generally independent
of the entrepreneurial success of the ten-
ants. While the market value of commer-
cial, residential and industrial real estate
can be determined from the average market
rents and the size of the area to be rented,
there is no uniform price level for hotel
properties in the same location. 

Approximately 98 percent of the hotel
contracts world wide are management and

franchise contracts (Baurmann 2000) by
which the hotel owner carries the majority
of the risk because the cash flow generated
from owning the hotel goes to the landlord
whereas the hotel operator or franchisor
only receives a fix and incentive manage-
ment or a franchise fee. In addition, there
are a multitude of hybrid contracts in the
hotel industry by which the owner – in con-
trast to the customarily fixed rental con-
tracts in other real estate categories – con-
tinues to carry part of the risk/reward po-
tential of the hotel investment.

On top is a five-star hotel not automat-
ically more expensive than a three-star ho-
tel in the same location although guests
generally have to pay much more for the ex-
tra comfort. This is because each hotel is
different in regard to its furnishings and
positioning in the market and competition.
Because of these special features no compa-
rable and transparent transaction business
exists in the hotel real estate sector.

2.2 Real estate economics as a
scientific interdiscipline 

Expanding on the aforementioned issue of
differentiation, further analyses and review
of the available literature explains why a
broad discussion about the epistemic and
scientific methodological fundamentals
and principles of real estate economics and
its relationship to other disciplines – such
as tourism – has still not taken place. Such
disregard for conceptual and theoretical
consideration over time is highly unsatis-
factory to the players on the international
real estate investment markets since even
the hotel sector, like other branches of
tourism, cannot forgo a scientific base for
real decision making processes.

In this regard, real estate economics
represents an innovative field for tourism
research that merits the increased interest
of hotel real estate. Within general manage-
ment studies, real estate economics is a
comparatively young field too (Crommen
2001). The central goal of this scientific dis-
cipline is the “explanation and representa-
tion of real decisions of economic subjects
relating to real estate” (Schulte/Schäfers
2000, p. 108). This objective highlights the
focus on decision oriented business studies
approaches. The goal is to put concrete rec-
ommendations to solve real estate specific
issues in the hands of decision makers.

An additional aspect of real estate eco-
nomics that corresponds to a basic under-
standing of tourism research is its intended
interdisciplinary nature (Graaskamp
1991b; Grissom/Liu 1994; Schulte/
Schäfers 2001). Building on the fundamen-
tals of general management studies, the ex-
change of ideas within real estate econom-
ics is not only focused on science and busi-
ness, but also knowledge of other scientific
disciplines, such as law, design and archi-
tecture. In accordance, real estate econom-
ics is not limited to companies in the real es-
tate industry but applies to the real estate
related decisions of all active institutions
(Schäfers 1997). The hotel real estate specif-
ic decisions of private and institutional in-
vestors during market transactions should
be at the forefront of the subsequent per-
formance without allowing the interactions
with other institutions, such as public au-
thorities, to be forgotten.

In contrast to the overall, less desirable
assessment of conditions regarding the the-
oretical analysis in European literature, in-
terdisciplinary scientific analysis of real es-
tate related questions possesses a compara-
tively long tradition in the USA.2 But even
the discussion there was not borne of a
meta-theoretical consensus that could have
expressed the collective identity in a scien-
tific perspective and the delineation be-
tween this research field and other disci-
plines of science.3

However, in the period following, a few
fundamental approaches have come out of
US literature, which may have certain valid-
ity. The interdisciplinary approach put
forth by Grasskamp (1991a, p. 53) is in ac-
cordance with the opinions expressed in
this article. Following this train of logic, re-
al estate is an object created by people,
bound through a psychological, social and
political context. Graaskamp emphasizes a
multi- or interdisciplinary approach to
solving real estate industry problems
(Graaskamp 1991b, p. 49). 

As indicated in figure 2, real estate eco-
nomics as an interdiscipline is at the center
of the analysis. This opinion is shared by
other American experts (Wendt, cited by
Grissom/Liu 1994, p. 67ff.) and is the basis
of this paper since it simultaneously suc-
ceeds at integrating real estate related is-
sues in general tourism studies and, in this
specific instance, as applied to hotel invest-
ments specifically in the (tourism) science
debate.

Refereed Section
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3 Agency-theoretical analyses of
real estate private equity hotel in-
vestments

The features and particularities that were
mentioned in the second section support
the classification of hotels as specialized re-
al estate. It became clear that a lot of infor-
mation must be generated and answers to
the most varied issues are required to invest
in hotels and get high returns: is the owner
even interested in selling; how is the hotel’s
location developing; is renovation neces-
sary; how does the quality of the current
hotel owner rate; under which form of con-
tractual agreement is the hotel currently
run; what is the owner’s financial situation;
what role do the banks play; is there a suc-
cession agreement? 

Only after extensive answers are found
to such exemplary questions a potential ho-
tel investor can judge whether a potential
financial engagement meets IRRs above the
total market average or not. On the other
hand, inefficient information policies and
an asymmetrical distribution of informa-
tion among the interacting transaction
partners lead to market imperfections and
much higher costs, as investment-relevant
information cannot be offered free (Coase
1991, p. 18ff.).

Some Anglo-American private equity
funds improve the value-adding potential
of their hotel investments by consciously
exploiting or overcoming the market im-

perfections and inefficient information
policies that result from the non-existence
of the usual business transaction and the
lack of comparison opportunities. This is
because the availability of an adequate
number of suitable comparative prices,
comparison factors, price indices and con-
version coefficients is not guaranteed in the
hotel real estate sector.4 Assuming that the
traditional price mechanisms on the hotel
investment markets also have no effect and
that not all existing and transaction-rele-
vant information can be mapped, invest-
ment opportunities exist that promise
above-average IRRs if some market players
recognize the promising investment
chances sooner than the market because
they have better access to the relevant in-
formation (Robert/Yoon 2004).

For this reason, most Anglo-American
real estate private investors integrate local
cooperation partners as information inter-
mediaries. According to a study by
Lietz/Dewey/Chan from 2003, 76% invest-
ed with the assistance of local operative
partners in the respective target countries
(Lietz/Dewey/Chan 2003, p. 15). A notable
example for successful hotel investments is
the cooperation between Blackstone and
the Event hotel group in the German-
speaking markets. In cooperation with
Event, Blackstone has already bought 9 Ac-
cor hotels from the Dr. Peters Group and
14 hotel properties of the east German In-
terhotel-Group as portfolio deals as well as

the Munich Marriott Hotel, the Hotel
Nikko Dusseldorf and the Grand Hotel Es-
planade Berlin as single asset transactions.

3.1 Agency theory and informa-
tion asymmetry

The agency theory offers a suitable analysis
framework as a sub-area of new institution-
al economics for this additional generation
of added value through access to success-
critical information, since, as opposed to
the neoclassical theory, it does not assume
complete and efficient markets.5 The prin-
cipal agent theory deals with delegation re-
lationships in which an economic subject,
the agent, is commissioned in the interest
of a different economic subject, the princi-
pal, to make decisions and take action
(Coase 1991). The resulting interrelation-
ships between the decision makers partici-
pating in a hotel transaction is the focus of
the following observations which will, in
turn, concentrate on the cooperation be-
tween real estate private equity funds as
principals and their operative partners in
the target country as agents.

In addition to the heterogeneity of ho-
tel properties and the resulting lack of
transparency in the hotel investment mar-
kets, this segment is also characterized by a
private and confidential atmosphere dur-
ing hotel transactions. Markets with little
transparency are especially characterized by
a low level of high-quality information.
However, handling this information is im-
portant for the different results of neo-clas-
sicism and new institutional economics, as
the latter does not assume that complete
information is available, which still is the
situation in the hotel real estate sector. For
example, how could an Anglo-American re-
al estate private equity investor based in
New York or London obtains direct access
to all the success-critical information relat-
ed to a potential hotel transaction in Berlin,
Vienna or Zurich? The term information
can be understood in various ways and is
thus classified in the pairs of terms listed in
Figure 3.

According to this classification, a sym-
metrical distribution of information al-
ways exists when the market players are
equally informed about all the relevant
facts (Feess 1997, p. 388). As a result, there
is no exclusive or private information that
is available to just one player (Rieck 1993, p.
110). However, such conditions for sym-

Figure 2: Real estate economics as a scientific interdiscipline

Source: Grissom/Liu 1994, p. 68
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metrical information are found very rarely
in the transaction relationships of hotel in-
vestments, as some of those involved in the
business deal usually have exclusive and
private information. For example, on the
seller side this could include no successor
regulation for the hotel operation, finance
problems for the necessary maintenance in-
vestments, disagreements among the com-
munity of heirs or on the buyer side emo-
tional reasons.

Therefore, because of the special fea-
tures of the focus on hotel investments, on
which this paper is based, it is more practi-
cal to define information in terms of its
asymmetry (Feess 1997, p. 583). The eco-
nomic subjects taking part in a hotel real
estate transaction are generally confronted
with an asymmetrical distribution of infor-
mation due to the non-existence of a rele-
vant market, as there is a considerable lack
of transparency in the hotel industry due to
the character of the real estate in combina-
tion with a high level of private and exclu-
sive information. An asymmetrical distrib-
ution of information exists always when
the market players involved in the hotel
transaction are informed differently about
the relevant facts (Feess 1997, p. 388).

For the cooperation between the pri-
vate equity investor as principal and the op-
erative partner as agent it is strategically rel-
evant that there must ultimately be an in-
formation deficit for the principle. In addi-
tion, agents usually do not provide private
equity funds with all the information that
would be necessary for both sides to struc-

ture and implement the transaction to an
equally positive extent (Cieleback 2003, p.
10). The agent's discretionary leeway re-
sulting from this situation – which he can
use to his own advantage because of his ac-
tions cannot be observed – is the result of
this asymmetric distribution of informa-
tion (Herzig/Watrin/Ruppert, 1997, p. 764,
Jost 2001a, p. 21). Consequently, the
agent's possible actions due to the infor-
mation asymmetry also affect the asset sit-
uation of the principal (Herzig/Watrin/
Ruppert 1997, p. 765). 

3.2 Incentive-compatible parti-
cipation models to overcome
discretionary behaviour

Delegation relationships between real es-
tate private equity funds as customers and
operative partners in the target countries as
contractors are characterized by informa-
tion asymmetries both within the scope of
the above agency-theory considerations and
also in hotel business. Agents are in a posi-
tion to make discretionary decisions that do
not have a positive influence on the welfare
of the principals but especially on their own
interests (Feldmann 1999, p. 132).

To exclude such behaviour on the part
of the agent, real estate private equity funds
as principals very consciously make use of
incentive-compatible participation models
in their contracts and dealings with their
operative partners. This means that one
criticism of the agency theory that is fre-

quently mentioned in literature – that its
models and incentive contracts are seldom
used in practice – can quite clearly be dis-
puted in regard to the majority of hotel re-
al estate private equity transactions.

As the agent's work cannot be observed
by the principal in case of an asymmetrical
distribution of information, the investor
will always choose to work in a way that
maximizes his individual benefits when the
contract has been signed. In case of wholly
fixed remuneration the work and payment
would be independent of each other so that
the agent would always choose the path of
least resistance. Consequently, with a whol-
ly fixed fee a private equity fund as princi-
pal would give no incentive whatsoever for
the agent's adequate commitment. This is
also why in a typical principal-agent rela-
tionship; this type of remuneration is not
considered in regard to real estate transac-
tions in the hotel sector.

Accordingly, in practice those involved
in this type of business generally make use
of an incentive-compatible remuneration
structure. To ensure that both parties’ in-
terests are identical, the principal can con-
trol and monitor the results in the form of
performance-related payment schemes.
This method is also known as output-ori-
ented. In this case, costs are incurred espe-
cially for the variable salary to be paid to the
agent – the risk bonus – in the event of exit
(Prendergast 2000, p. 27). However, to en-
sure that a participation and remuneration
model such as this is effective, three pre-
conditions have to be fulfilled (Spremann
1988, p. 615f.):
■ The remuneration must be dependent on

variables that are within the agent's
sphere of influence and that he can also
realistically achieve.

■ The reward should only be dependent on
variables that both parties can observe
without any dissent – for example, in ho-
tel industry an output variable such as
overall performance.

■ The agent must understand how his ac-
tions affect the reward, which means he
must know the interconnections, in oth-
er words, the participation model, the
production function and the probability
distribution of the environmental condi-
tions. If this knowledge is not available,
the agency theory talks of ignorance.

These kind of incentive-compatible
participation models have become very
popular in the hotel business during the

Refereed Section

Figure 3: Classifying information statuses
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return on the entire hotel investment with
an IRR p.a. of 24.51% based on a sale per
business plan on 31.12.2006. This results in
a net equity IRR for the private equity in-
vestor of 22.60%, while the strongly perfor-
mance-oriented model earns a profit for
the agent at exit resulting in an IRR of
101.36%.

4 Conclusions

This paper deals with the question of why
some real estate private equity funds suc-
ceed in getting hotel IRRs above the total
market average while others fail to do so. It
was illustrated that a number of Anglo-
American financial investors are able to
generate returns of 20% p.a. and more, not
just by means of their traditional value-
adding strategies, but also by deliberately
exploiting market imperfections in a spe-
cific manner and by overcoming inefficient
information policies as one central success
formula. The paper has deduced the central
thesis that private equity funds are able to
exclude discretionary behaviour because of
implementing incentive-compatible partic-
ipation models within the teamwork with
well informed operative partners in their
target countries.

To highlight the success potential of an
incentive-compatible remuneration model,
the relationship between a real estate pri-
vate equity fund as principal and a opera-
tive partners as agent was recognized as im-
portant and was judged to be success-criti-
cal in terms of an asymmetric distribution
of information within the scope of the prin-
cipal-agent theory making a simplified ho-
tel investment case study more plausible. 

It was also shown that the partial dis-
missal of private equity groups as vultures,
locusts or company raiders in the real estate
area is unjustified. The most frequently cit-
ed criticism that Anglo-American financial
investors buy up hotels or hotel companies
with financial problems and then split
them up plays no big part in the hotel sec-
tor, as the main focus is on investments in
real estate portfolios. In regard to the Euro-
pean hotel industry it should also be added
that real estate private equity funds often
consolidate supply and demand by their in-
volvement in inefficient market situations
and, in fact, often get the hotel assets out of
their financial distress.

It is critical to note that the momentary
flood of liquidity and the resulting run to-

J. Frehse: Private Equity Hotel Investments

last years. The majority of these models
generally comprise a base salary and a
bonus which is aligned proportionally to
the result of a specific key performance in-
dicator, usually a hurdle rate and initially
corresponds to a linear remuneration form.
In addition, non-linear remuneration
structures are used in the hotel practice.
The aim of these is to improve cooperation
between principal and agent so that the lo-
cal partner increases his level of activity to
participate over-proportionally in a high
profit. This profit sharing model also satis-
fies private equity groups, since in the case
of a high IRR after exit they are quite will-
ing to spend additional costs to balance out
the interests (Prendergast 1996, p. 9). The
subsequently presented simplified and il-
lustrative case study for a hotel real estate
private equity investment will integrate the
thesis deduced in this paper so far in a prac-
tical technique.

3.3 Illustrative case study

An American real estate private equity in-
vestor works exclusively with a local partner
regarding hotel investments in Germany.
Through an existing network, the local
agent learned in 2002 that the owner of a
hotel centrally located in a major city in
southern Germany would like to sell due to
his age and lack of someone to take over the
business. Since the hotel has been family
owned for almost more than 100 years, the
sale should be conducted discreetly with-
out the involvement of a hotel broker as a
single asset deal. The financial investor is
responsible for real estate transfer tax
amounting to 3.5% and notary and legal
fees amounting to 1.25%. The local partner
receives a one-time acquisition fee amount-
ing to 1% of the purchase price. However, he
is required to invest directly in the hotel. In
addition, both parties agree that the agent
has to meet an additional commitment of
at least a 5% of the total equity.

The historic property will be run with-
in the scope of a management contract
(residual term of 15 years) by a global hotel
chain and has 250 rooms, food and bever-
age areas as well as a conference and fitness
area. The city is a business and leisure des-
tination with a strong international repu-
tation and old heritage. It attracts tourists
from North America and Asia. The sales
trend was markedly affected by the Sep-
tember 11th attacks. For this reason, the

agent informs the principal that the desire
to sell is particularly strong on the hotel
owner’s side.

At this point, the real estate private eq-
uity investor from the US was allowed to
look at the hotel’s historic operating figures
during the exclusive pre due diligence peri-
od along with his local partner. As a result,
it was determined that the hotel was still
able to charge a net room price of 125 Euro
with an average occupancy of 65% during
2001. This is equivalent to a RevPAR (Rev-
enue per Available Room) of 87.75 Euro.
The numbers for 2002 were sharply declin-
ing and were already clearly under budget. 

The business plan prepared by principal
and agent according to the Uniform System
of Account of the Lodging Industry6 out-
lined that the hotel should be purchased at
the end of 2002 based on poor earnings.
Following the hotel acquisition, the private
equity fund had to invest Euro 5 millions in
new room types and public areas to increase
the quality and standards of the hotel in or-
der to reposition it as the first class hotel in
town again. Due to the high noise levels
during renovations while the hotel re-
mained open, 2003 saw a slight improve-
ment in occupancy but without an im-
provement in the average room price. Since
the hotel was also located at the soccer
world championship, the business plan as-
sumed a steady improvement in annual net
operating profit up until 2006 inclusive. Ac-
cordingly, the exit was planned for the end
of 2006. The hotel was purchased for 13
times the net operating profit and resold
four years later for the same multiple.

To achieve the maximum leverage of eq-
uity, financing of 70% debt capital was ac-
quired through a renowned real estate bank
thanks to the investors’ creditworthiness.
The credit of Euro 25.42 million was car-
ried with a foreign capital rate of 4.5%.
Since the bank had been involved in the fi-
nancing of a number of the private equity
investor’s real estate transactions with for-
eign financiers and had an established busi-
ness relationship, a capital repayment-free
phase of five years was added.

The cooperation agreement between
principal and agent outlined that first the
private equity investor and then the opera-
tional partners receive a preferential inter-
est rate of 15%. Furthermore, the operative
partners receive an above average profit
participation of 20%-preferred return as an
incentive after Hurdle Rate. The following
IRR calculation depicted in figure 4 is the
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Figure 4: IRR-calculation of the hotel investment 

Source: Own illustration
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wards real estate of all kinds is intensely
reminiscent of the boom time during the
new economy. Eventually the structures
and concepts of private equity business
were turned to the real estate sector from
the new economy in the USA in the 90s. A
successful exit is at the center of the entire
interest though then it was in relation to
companies and today it is in relation to re-
al estate properties or portfolios. Thus, it is
still the question if real estate private equi-
ty is currently an investment in a bubble
which will burst in the short to mid term or
not. The generation of IRRs of 20% p.a. and
more ultimately only functions as long as a
new buyer is found on the exit side and on-
ly a few ask about the underlying quality of
the real estate in which they are investing.

On the whole, private equity funded
hotel real estate investments are a new field
for tourism scientific research and offer
considerable leeway for more detailed theo-
retical and empirical investigations. From a
cross-discipline aspect the few existing
studies on the subject of real estate private
equity especially deal with the relationship
between financial and original private equi-
ty investors, such as an investing insurance
companies, pension funds or foundations.
Primarily, governance issues are discussed
within this framework. 

On the other hand, the issues that so
important for overall value adding such as
the relationship between real estate private
equity funds and operative partners are al-
most non-existent in general management
and tourism literature. In this respect,
tourism scientific research with its interdis-
ciplinary fundamental understanding has
the task of integrating hotels as a special re-
al estate category, which has been examined
in the past only fragmentarily and whose
socio-cultural and economic significance is
virtually disregarded, into the current prac-
tical and theoretical real estate private eq-
uity discussion.
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Endnotes

1) Based on Kraft 2001, p. 34, Linnemann/Ross 2002,
p. 7 and Reiss/Levinson/Presant 2002, p. 41.

2) Thus academic programs specifically targeted to
real estate economics were first developed in the
USA in 1904/05 at the Universities of Pennsylva-
nia and New York. In 1926, the Institute for Re-
search in Land Economics and Public Utilities was
founded at the University of Wisconsin which is
considered the first independent research insti-
tute for real estate economics (Davies 1958). 

3) Also based on the critique by Grissom/Liu (1994),
p. 65 and Clapp/Goldberg/Myers (1994), p. 107.

4) Correspondingly the use of the direct value com-
parison is categorically excluded for valuing hotel
real estate in literature (Frehse 2004).

5) As opposed to the new-classical theory new insti-
tutional economics doe not make the following
assumptions: free transactions, free and efficient
legal systems, allocation-neutral institutions,
companies as economic subjects, perfect, individ-
ual ownership of goods, complete information,
perfect rationality and contractual fidelity (Jost
2001b, p. 3).

6) Based on Educational Institute of the American
Hotel and Motel Association (1996).
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